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The success of bioinformatics in recent years has been driven,
in part, by advanced signal processing techniques: estima-
tion theory, classification, pattern recognition, information
theory, networks, imaging, image processing, coding theory,
and speech recognition. For example, Fourier analysis meth-
ods are used to elucidate the relationship between sequence
structure and function; wavelet analysis methods have been
applied in sequence comparison and classification; and var-
ious image processing methods have been developed to im-
prove microarray image quality.
The development of advanced high-throughput tech-
nologies such as genome sequencing and whole genome ex-
pression analysis creates new opportunities and poses new
challenges for the signal processing community. Analysis of
data for life-science problems provides an interesting appli-
cation domain for standard signal processing methods such
as time series detection and prediction, casual modeling, and
structure inference. At the same time, this increasingly im-
portant life-science domain draws the need for novel and
computationally eﬃcient analysis approaches. The goal of
this special issue is to present the applications of cutting-edge
signal processing methods to bioinformatics.
Eleven papers accepted for this special issue cover a broad
range of topics, from RNA sequence analysis and gene ex-
pression analysis to protein structure predictions. The au-
thors developed a variety of signal processing algorithms,
such as artificial neural networks, decision trees, biclustering,
matrix factorization, and FPGA reconfiguration methods, to
tackle these central bioinformatics problems.
The issue starts with two papers on gene sequence anal-
yses. Churkin and Barash developed a pattern recognition-
based utility to perform mutational analysis and detect vul-
nerable spots within an RNA sequence that aﬀect structures;
Babu et al. presented image processing/computer vision
methods for automatic recovery and visualization of the 3D
chromosome structure from a sequence of 2D tomographic
reconstruction images taken through the nucleus of a cell.
The advent of microarray techniques that allow for mea-
suring the expression levels of tens of thousands of genes si-
multaneously has drawn increased interest in signal process-
ing community, covering a range of problems from microar-
ray image processing and biomarker detection to genetic reg-
ulatory network reconstruction. Three papers in this special
issue address microarray applications: Bajcsy provided an
excellent overview on DNA microarray grid alignment and
foreground separation approaches; Jin et al. proposed two
automatedmethods formicroarray image analysis; Tchagang
and Tewfik described a novel biclustering algorithm for mi-
croarray data.
As gene products, proteins play an essential role in nearly
all cellular functions. The remaining papers deal with is-
sues in proteomics. Two papers focused on the prediction
of protein-protein interactions (PPIs) based on domain in-
formation: Zhang et al. modeled the problem of interaction
inference as a constraint satisfiability problem and solved it
using linear programming; Chen and Liu developed neural
network and decision tree-based approaches for predicting
PPIs, and demonstrated that with decision trees, multiple
domain interactions could be identified. The following three
papers moved to protein structure related topics: Okun and
Priisalu applied fast nonnegative matrix factorization meth-
ods to protein fold recognition; VanCourt et al. presented
an FPGA reconfiguration method for alternative force laws
with applications to molecular docking; Armano et al. de-
veloped a pattern recognition system for protein secondary
structure prediction. Finally, Kolibal and Howard developed
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a stochastic Bernstein approximation method for obtaining
the baseline shift removal of matrix-assisted laser desorption
ionization time-oﬀ-light mass spectrometry.
The guest editors would like to thank all the authors for
their high quality work contributed to this special issue and
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